VocaLites
The VocaLites are a specially designed
system for audio reactive lighting. They
debuted at the Escapade Music Festival
as the Heineken Towers. Two 20 foot tall
towers which served as both an interactive
touchpoint and a VIP booth.
The VocaLites have also been deployed
outside for over a month during Capilano
Suspension Bridge’s Canyon Lights festival.
Both the lights and the microphones were
outside for the entire month, showcasing
how durable the system really is. For that
show, we also added light rings around the
microphone which illuminated when people
spoke into them.
Both microphone options (plain or lit) are
available to be customised. Other light
sources can also be controlled by our audio
system. See more on the next page
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Customization Options
Microphones
Up to four microphones can be plugged into the VocaLites system.
Any type of microphone can be used but we suggest using our
customized microphones with light rings around the edge, which
light up when spoken into. They’re also rainproof.

Lighting
A variety of lighting that can be controlled by the VocaLites. It
was originally designed to use 400 waterproof LED dome lights.
These can be built into custom sculptures or integrated with in a
landscape. Alternately, lanterns can be hung from above, creating
a more intimate atmosphere.

Video Content & Projection Mapping
In addition to lights, the audio system controls video projectors.
Custom branded video content can be created and then
controlled by participants speaking into the microphones. These
is a large library of existing content that can be used on its own or
with custom content. A voice can cause a video to play or make a
projection react.
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What’s Next?
This installation can be fully integrated with an event or brand.
Do you have ideas for other things you’d like to see this do? Let
us know! We’re always happy to create custom options and push
the envolpe. Let’s talk about how this can be used to wow fans
and excite audiences. Contact us at rentals@hfour.ca for more information.
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